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Declaration of CONSENT FORM for the analysis of genetic polymorphisms (DNA) or any others laboratory tests,
by ADN&SALUD® collaborating laboratories
Genetic studies, and others laboratory tests, require that you accept and sign the declaration of INFORMED CONSENT, and the signature of your
prescriber is required as well.
EUGENOMIC SL, in compliance with the provisions of the European General Regulation 2016/679, April 27, and the Organic Law 3/2018 of December
5, Protection of Personal Data and guarantee of digital rights and other applicable regulations, informs you that the personal information you provide
will be treated with the purpose of managing the provision medical service required and meet legal obligations EUGENOMIC activity and be
incorporated into brackets reflected in an activity log. Such activity log is available to the Spanish Data Protection Agency. The requested data is
necessary, so that, if it was not provided, it would not be possible to provide the service
The legitimacy of the processing of data is based on the execution of the contracted health service, as well as the consent given by the patient.
In those cases in which, due to their treatment, it is necessary the intervention of other healthcare service providers, such as laboratories or other
service providers, that require your data for the healthcare service, your personal data may be transferred or communicated to the mentioned
supplier entities, solely and exclusively for the purpose previously described.
Likewise, if health care is carried out based on concerts with insurance companies or under cover of policies or coverages - of which you, as a patient,
are beneficiaries, information on the services provided to them may be provided, as they result essential for such coverage and billing. Your data may
also be transferred to the Catalan Health Service in the cases provided by law.
In connection with the above, if your insurance company or your prescribing physician are located in a non-EU country, you need to expressly consent
the international data transfer, with the purpose indicated above. If you oppose or disagree with these terms and conditions, it is necessary to put you
on our knowledge before receiving the health service, because could aﬀect its availability.
On those grounds, the signature below implies your consent the personal data processing, in order to receive the health service.
In any case, we inform you of your rights of access, rectification, deletion, opposition, treatment limitation and portability, which you can exercise by
writing to the EUGENOMIC headquarters, located at: Travesera de Gracia, 98 08012 Barcelona or at email info@eugenomic.com; You can also file a
claim with the competent control authority, the Spanish Agency for Data Protection. You can obtain more information about these rights in our
Privacy Policy, which is available on the website www.adnsalud.com.
In turn, through this INFORMED CONSENT, you accept that the results of your DNA analysis may reveal data about some genetic variants that could
disclose a higher predisposition for you to suﬀer some disease, which could lead you to know your personal predisposition to develop certain illenss.
Information that you want to know and accept. It may also give information about your individual response to certain drugs.
You declare that you have been properly informed by your prescriber, and all your doubts have been answered.
You consent that:
 The requested study will be performed through ADN&SALUD by EUGENOMIC® mediation.
 Samples and personal data could be sent to collaborating laboratories for processing.
 It could be sent to a specialized laboratory outside the European Union.
 The proccessing laboratory, once received the sample, is solely responsible of the results, the sample, and the data files.
 Exceptionally an additional sample may be required.
 Some particular result may not be conclusive.
 The sample will not be stored once the study has been completed.
 The results in ADN&SALUD by EUGENOMIC® will only be stored for six months.
 The payment cannot be revoked.
Do you agree to receive information about news and updates on Clinical and Genomic Medicine.
 YES  NO
Hereby, you authorize the treatment of data and its transfers to perform the analyses at ADN&SALUD collaborating Laboratories.
In

the

_th of _

, 2.0 ____

Name and surname of the patient:

ID number:

Birthdate:

Sex:

Full address:

Postcode:

Town:
Country:

Province/state/region:
Email:
Report language:
 Spanish
 English
 French
 Russian

Phone number:
Patient signature:

SENDING OF THE SAMPLE TO ADN&SALUD by EUGENOMIC®.
Introduce the following elements inside the cushioned envelope with the ADN&SALUD by EUGENOMIC® address printed on it, correctly labeled:
a.
The “Study Request” form, signed and with the information of the patient and the practitioner, and the statement of INFORMED CONSENT.
b.
The health questionnaire, if needed. Don’t forget to include the name of the patient and label it
c.
Call ADN&SALUD by Eugenomic® at + 34 93 292 29 63 to request the sample pick up.

